Stop Reinventing the Wheel!
Automated Change and Configuration Control (CCC™) is here, today. With CCC you manage tool users, not tool builders.

CCC is the New Standard For Automated Change and Configuration Control.

Change Control: CCC records all the changes occurring in your environment. It handles not only source code, but object code, executables, job control, data base components, procedures, documentation, fourth-generation languages, etc. It can reconstruct previous versions on demand as well as track trouble reports … complete control of all information components and their relationships.

Configuration Control: CCC manages development and maintenance. It supports management reporting, emergency maintenance, parallel development, and system builds on demand, with ease … complete control of all processes.

Product Integration: CCC is an integrated system. Other vendors require multiple products to perform only a subset of the functions that CCC handles.

CCC is a Proven Product: Over 1,500 Softool products are installed worldwide. CCC is supported on DEC VAX (VMS and ULTRIX); on IBM MVS/SP, MVS/XA, and VM/CMS; and is available for DG MV, Gould, Honeywell 6000 series, and Sun Microsystems computers.